
Shidillg North Side (Original Route): On 1 June, Downer, ustad,
Whillans, Sandhu and Singh It:h base camp for the Meru Glacier. On the
2nd. a camp was established at 5730m. It had been intended to push,
lightweight, for the summit from this point. but ickness and fresh now
prevented thi .. A small amount of rope was fixed and further sno\ fall
dictated a retreat to base camp, wher> th team heard of an accident to a
party of Indian climbers on Bhagirathi 11. English, Su tad and Singh et off
immediately and were ill\'oh-ed in the rescue and recover of 2 dead
climbers. 'everal day later the team w nt back to their camp at 5730m on

hi\·ling. The remainder of the rock ridge on the ide wa climbed and
the next day it was intended to attempt the ice cliff about 150m below the
col between the main summit and the unclimbed W summit of hivling.

nliJrtunatcly. extremely high winds blew in during the night which
destroyed the tent Downer and English were in. They all returned to

5730m. Two days later, on the 14th, the ice cliff wa climbed to a point
about 90m below the summit. Due to high winds, these last few feet were
not taken.

For how much longer?
W. Kirstein

The ki-ing in California during December 1980 was not as good as usual.
For the first time since I went ski-ing in the Sierra evada, about 20 years
ago, there wa not enough now, 0 snow had fallen for 6 weeks and
shol,tly before I arrived in Los ngeles a flu epidemic had broken out,
consequently a few days later I had to spend 3 day indoor in Mammoth
out of the 6 days I had planned to ski.

tl'ange to find exactly the ame conditions 4 month later in the
Engadine. gain there had been no new now for several w ek and the
warm weather looked like spoiling the Ski Marathon which always take
place in March. At least that was what I thought. However, when I asked
the wiss experts if the run rcally would take place, I was told that thi kind
of weather condition had happened before, not in witzerland but in
Scandinavia. There the skiers had used high boots. I saw the water 20cm
deep covering the ice of the upper Engadine lakes and I just could not
believe that the Marathon would take place.

The run was due to start 3 days aher my arrival. Fortunatel there was a
heavy fall of snow during the night prior to the start of the Marathon-a
wonderful ice-cold, fine powder snow brought by a very cold wind. A wiss
sports' shop provided me with some langlauf ski, which had a kind of fish
skin urface, sliding beautifully fast and easy on the icy snow. I knew that at
the age of 84 year I was the oldest runner amongst the 12,000 participants
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and when I arrived 2 hours after the start in Silvaplana, having crossed the
2 lakes on the run from MaJoja, I thought I had some hope of finishing in
the allotted time of 6 hours. I looked round and saw quite a few skiers
behind me. Most of them had waxed their skis for the expected wet snow,
now with the very different smooth and cold snow they had to re-wax and
had lost precious time. However, my hope of keeping up the pace did not
last long. Even before reaching t Moritz-Bad I noticed the weather was
changing, the snow had stopped and the icy wind had fallen and soon it was
as warm as the previous day.

In St Moritz-Bad the 'loipe' does not continue to'run level. It is the only
part of the Marathon where the path is ascending through woods until one
reaches the Lake of Statz. With warm air and the wet, slow track this ascent
wa' very tiring indeed for me and it took me about i.hour to reach the lake
and by the time I arrived there I felt exhausted and knew there was no hope
of finishing the run. I skied down to Pontresina station and there I retired
having done a little more than half the run, realising that one just cannot
fight against advancing years and bad condition at the same time. The
final re ults of the 1981 Ski Marathon were not good, even the times for the
top racers were the slowest for many years.

Downhill ski-ing during the remainder of my holiday was marvellous. I
took a young skier down the Morteratsch glacier on a beautiful day and I
joined Stuart Ferguson and his party on 2 tours-one round the PizJulier
from Piz Nail' to Silvaplana and the other one in the Fex Valley on the
Muott'Ota, a hill between Fex and Fedoz Valleys. Again it was a very fine
day but the snow rather heavy. I had to get adjusted to the fact that I am
now slower than the younger folk and someone had to remain with me on
the 4 hour ascent as well as on the run down through the woods.

Unfortunately on the last day of my stay in St Moritz a very sad accident
happened. Above the Corvat ch top station, below Piz Murtcl on the very
steep east slope, a party of skiers was buried under a huge avalanche. All
but one girl of 15 years were rescued without injury. In spite of helicopters,
dogs and about 30 helpers it took 2 hours to free the girl and rescue came
too late.

I remember ski-ing down this slope from the Piz Murtel with Stuan
Ferguson in good condition with no trouble at all. However, this year at the
beginning of April when the ski-ing party carried their skis up from the top
station to the summit of the Piz Murtelthere was a hot sun and it had been
snowing heavily during the previous days. That meant heavy snow covered
the teep E lope of Piz Murtel. Not only one avalanche came down but a
few more slides came down during the rescue operations making the rescue
attempts dangerous and in the end unsuccessful.

I mention this accident because I believe it could easily have been
avoided. The temptation for the unexperienced kier to leave the piste is
very great. On the piste the heavy piste machines are going over the wettish
areas many times compressing the snow before further heavy falls of snow
would create avalanche danger. Outside the piste area the wet snow
remains undisturbed for several days and it is then that even one skier may
cause an avalanche. In April the sun is much warmer in the Alps, also the



pistes are full of skiers who use the pistes without realising how much work
has been done to make the ski slopes safe. On pistes like the Corvatsch
where the skiers are taken up to nearly 3000m the run down to the valley on
off piste slopes is very tempting. Of course the touring skiers are exposed to
the same dangers but as a rule they.know the dangers and ways to avoid
them or at least to minimize them.

In summer 1981 I' arrived late in the Engadine, not until the end of
August. I heard that I had missed a bad weather period earlier in the month
and was fortunate to enjoy 2 good weeks in Pontresina with only 2 showery
days.

On the first day I walked up to the Segantini Hut from Pontresina in a
shorter time than I had anticipated. On the second day, however, I tried
Piz Languard (3200m) and found that I had to rest frequently on the last
steep part of the path. That evening I !TIet an SAC member wearing the
gold SAC medal, identical to the one I had received in Zurich earlier this
yeal-, for 50 years' membership of the SAC. We introduced ourselves and a
few days later we walked up Compasc, south of the Bernina Col, where we
had a wonderful view of the valley leading S to Tirano and towards the
Italian Alps. It is an area where few people walk. Near the summit we saw
about a score of animals and I hoped they we·re chamois on that very steep
rock. There was a white one amongst them and getting closer we found
them to be a herd of goats. Still even these goats were welcome as they
brought some life to the photos I took of the lakes far below and the Piz
Cambrena.

Back in Pontresina I tried to find a guide who would do a climb with me
in the Bregaglia but did not succeed. All guides were booked for the high
climbs like Palu and Bernina, too high for me now, and I had to be satisfied
with walks in the various high valleys which continue to give me much
pleasure.

Not having climbed at all in summer I contacted Les Swindin when I
returned to London and asked him if he would do a climb with me. It was
already late September and the weather forecast was not good. Les was as
co-operative as always and told me to join him in Gloucester and, providing
the weather was favourable, we would attempt a climb in Wales. I left
London on Saturday evening and during the fast train journey I looked
anxiously at the watery sunset and the rainbow which seemed to come
nearer and nearer, until all was enveloped in heavy rain and my hopes of a
climb the following day were greatly diminished. Les was optimistic and
next morning we drove towards Wales. The rain cleared away and after
crossing the Severn Bridge and driving up the Wye Valley the sky was no
longer overcast.

We parked the-ear at the top of the climb. A very wet and slippery path,
later running parallel to the river, led to the climb. I saw a steep and high
looking rock face and was informed this had been a quarry a long time ago
but is now used only by climbers and known as 'Central Bay'. Les selected
a combination of 2 routes-the lower part of 'Cement Grove' marked as
'diff.' and the top part of 'Corner Buttress' Route 3 and 4, marked 'very
diff.'. Soon we found the lower part was wet and rather slippery and
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therefore harder whilst by the time we got to the upper part the sun had
come out and I found the climbing easier. I realised that the handholds and
sometimes the footholds were much smaller than those on the lower rocks
but the warm sun made the climbing more pleasant. Looking down
through the trees to the river below I saw a waterskier pulled by a
motorboat and thought that was something I could probably do better than
climbing, though not in such cold conditions as on this damp September
morning.

When I first looked at the high wall I thought the rocks would be much
too difficult for me. However, Les climbs with such speed and ease and
inspires such confidence that any doubt about my ability to climb soon
disappeared.

This climb was something very special for me. It is perhaps natural that a
few days before m185th birthday I was concerned about doing a difficult
climb especially under poor conditions. There is also the thought that this
kind of activity may soon be a memory, but what a pleasure to partake
once more in a climb with Les, knowing that the date for retirement from
climbing had been pushed back at least for another year. But, 'for how
much longer?'

Portraits of mountains I

The Dent Blanche
Michael Craig

The Dent Blanche (4357m) lies at the Send of the ridge which separates the
Val de Zinal from the Val d'Herens in the Pennine Alps; its S and SE
slopes fall to the Z'mutl branch of the Nikolaithal. The plan view takes the
form of a cross. The S ridge, known as the Wandfluh, separates the Glacier
de Ferpecle from the Schonbielgletscher; off on its W side is the Dent
Blanche hut from which the ascent is usually made. The W ridge, the Arete
de Ferpecle or the Arete Jones, falls steeply towards the Val d' H erens,
while the NNW ridge falls abruptly to the Col de la Dent Blanche, on the
far side of which rises the Grand Cornier. Finally the E ridge, the
Viereselgrat or the Arete des Quatre Anes, plunges towards the Val de
Zinal.

A mountain of simple structure, it rises in comparative isolation
overtopping its immediate neighbours by some huridreds of metres. The
guide-book likens it, as seen from the Bertol hut (SW), to a wild animal
squatting on its haunches, 'the front paws tensed, the front bent back ready
to charge'. The resemblance to a tooth is very marked from some aspects,
'rising vertically from its gum in one huge bound'. Seen from the Mountet
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